General Product Limited Warranty

Power Sports Series Batteries

Power-Sonic Corporation (Power Sonic) warrants its products against defective workmanship and materials for the term defined below. Warranty has a Free Replacement Period. The period of TWENTY FOUR (24) MONTHS is defined by the date of manufacture based on the date code on the battery.

Conditions: The battery selected by the user must be of the correct size, design, and capacity for the intended application. Failure to do this will invalidate the warranty.

What Battery Series Are Covered: PAL

User agrees to make accessible the battery under warranty to Power Sonic or its authorized representative for inspection at reasonable hours and time intervals. The Authorized Representative will have a reasonable time to test your original battery and, if determined to be defective, replace it according to terms of the limited warranty.

The warranty shall be voided if the battery is merely discharged or becomes unserviceable due to fire, freezing, misuse, abuse, neglect, physical damage, or any act of nature.

Power Sonic will not be liable for any punitive, consequential, or incidental damages, such as the cost of installation, electrical system testing, charging a battery, labor, loss of time, towing, or damage to property other than the battery. The liability to Power Sonic for any and all claims shall not exceed the purchase price of the battery.

This warranty shall apply only to original purchasers. It is not transferrable.

The replacement battery warranty will be of a length that matches the balance of the original warranty of the failed unit.

Claims:

Contact the original point of purchase for instructions.

Request return authorization. No returns will be credited without an authorization.

In the case of returned products, the batteries must be packed with enough padding and in the appropriate cartons to eliminate the risk of damage in transit.

Power Sonic has the option to credit or replace products deemed defective and under warranty.

All defective batteries returned to Power-Sonic will become the property of Power-Sonic.

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: Battery posts contain lead and lead compounds, chemicals known to the state of California to cause cancer and reproductive harm. Batteries also contain other chemicals known to the state of California to cause cancer. WASH HANDS AFTER HANDLING.
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